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by Erik Otis

Transitional phases for musicians hit the individual in a multitude of unique ways and for
legendary composer Dave Brubeck, the end of his infamous Quintet in ’67 resulted in a re-
examination of his career as one of American’s leading proponents of jazz music. When 1968 came
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around, Brubeck would work closely with promoter legend George Wein to realize a long-desired
tour of Mexico and the many beautiful cities that the country had to offer a jazz artist like Dave
Brubeck to play in. Putting together a trio that consisted of bassist Jack Six and drummer Alan
Dawson, Brubeck also called on the phenomenal talents of baritone saxophone player Gerry
Mulligan and designed sets that would incorporate traditional folk songs of Mexico with his own
originals. The tour attendance was sold out in every stop and was one of many times in 20th
century music history where Mexico embraced the deep lineage of jazz with this much respect and
public attention.

Dave had been recording with Columbia and CBS for years and they sent out a mobile recording
unit to capture the tours performances for posterity. Brubeck had been reshaping the mold of jazz
music for decades up to this point and these recordings define a resting point and state of
reflection that’s just as sublime in emotion as any of his iconic works. The tapes captured on his
1968 Mexico tour were sent back to New York for Columbia’s super-producer Teo Macero to
immediately begin work on. Work was done at light speed in this era as Teo’s work load was so
extensive and the LP had a release schedule for that year. Launched through multiple countries
under the title Compadres, the LP jacket shows a picture of Dave and Gerry standing next to one
another behind a beautiful statue on the top of a historic building. On the back of the LP, the liner
notes state how relaxed Dave was during this tour, some of the origins of the songs titles, the exact
tour stops, Dave’s impact as an artist and much more. The explanation of the title origin for the
piece “Indian Song” is a beautiful addition to the back of the album and one that you have to read
for yourself.

Compadres is a beautiful presentation of music from beginning to end and it’s a mystery it didn’t
reach the level of acclaim many of his recordings of prior had done. Released in the States,
Germany, Italy and Australia, Compadres is simply brilliant and is finally given the respect it
deserves with a vinyl re-release on the German based record label Speakers Corner. Offering the
album on a high-grade 180-gram weight format, the vinyl will offer fans of Brubeck’s an
untouched and thick grade of pressing that will last for decades to come. This new title will ship
tomorrow and is a highly recommend item from the whole crew at SCV

Defining his career with a level of technicality in rhythm types, variation in modal paths,
passionate precision like phrasing and a level of integrity in every form of his craft few have
excerpted before or after, Brubeck is in a league of his own. It’s become a treat of vast richness to
tap into the less-popular titles in his expansive catalog such as Compadres and it brings us great joy
to present news on this much needed vinyl reissue of Brubeck performing in concert during a very
critical transitional phase. I have also included a full live performance of Brubeck in the early ’70s
with both Gerry Mulligan and long-time Brubeck associate Paul Desmond for those who can’t get
enough Brubeck.

Order a copy from Speakers Corner (EU) or Acoustic Sounds (US)

+++

Compadres Track Listing

Side One

http://www.speakerscornerrecords.com/products/details/9704/dave-brubeck-gerry-mulligan-compadres
http://store.acousticsounds.com/d/101005/Dave_Brubeck_Trio_and_Gerry_Mulligan-Compadres-180_Gram_Vinyl_Record
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1. Jumping Bean
2. Adios, Mariquita Linda
3. Indian Song
4. Tender Woman (Tierna Mujer)

Side Two

1. Amapola
2. Lullaby De Mexico
3. Sapito
4. Recuerdo (Remembrance)

+++

Dave Brubeck Trio ft Paul Desmond & Gerry Mulligan (Complete Concert, 1972)

+++

Image from back of the original LP’s jacket courtesy of discogs.com


